Do you have a "Driving Skills Test Study Guide"?

Review the study guide before scheduling a driving skills test. The guide will prepare you for the skills test and it lists the documents you are required to provide to the examiner. Fees charged by driver testing businesses are not regulated by the Department of State. Fees and policies vary. You may be charged for incomplete tests or missed appointments. Before scheduling an appointment, ask about testing fees including initial and retest fees, refund polices, charges for improper documents, defective equipment and failure to keep a test appointment.

Test type key: A=Auto, M=Motorcycle, T=CDL.

Some organizations offer rental vehicles. Call first to confirm the vehicle is available. Rental key: Auto=A, M=Motorcycle, A=group A, B=group B, BP=group B passenger bus, BPS=group B school bus, C=group C, CP=group C passenger bus, CPS=group C school bus.